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The Samsung LED Monitor SD300 Series does all the work you need in just the right manner. Functional 
and with a stylish design, this monitor is all you need. 

 Style and Functionality in One Design 

With its high-gloss black finish, transparent red gradation around the screen, and clean lines, this monitor 
has a sophisticated and modern design that is sure to make an impression. 

Upscale Your View with Better Quality 

Magic Upscale Technology enhances the image quality no matter what the original picture quality was. 
Magic Upscale prevents image degradation when scaling up and gives only the most brilliant and pristine 
colors and images. 

Experience Real Color with Mega DCR 

Mega Dynamic Contrast Ratio delivers enhanced levels of color and picture quality to your viewing 
experience with images that are real-to-life. Mega DCR's contrast ratio shows blacks at their absolute 
darkest and whites and colors at their brightest. You will immediately notice the crystal clear picture and 
its unbelievable intensity. 

Less Power Consumption, Conserve Energy 

Eco Saving makes saving energy easy. The brightness of the monitor can be adjusted based on how 
much energy you want to save. And with the choice of three energy saving modes: 50%, 25% and Power 
Saving off, you can tailor your monitor use to meet your own personal needs. 

Eco Certification – EPEAT 

Upgrade to the greener Samsung LED Business Monitor, which comes with the new Green Certificate 
from EPEAT. With reduced ‘soft power’ consumption, this eco-friendly monitor is perfect for business. 

Monitor Compatible with Windows 8 
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